NOTES:

1. PEEL & STICK RPS MAY BE INSTALLED INTO THE STRUCTURAL DECK. ON MECHANICALLY–FASTENED ROOFING SYSTEMS, HPWX FASTENERS AND POLYMER SEAM PLATES ARE REQUIRED OVER STEEL DECKS.

2. USE DETAIL WBRC–2.3 FOR EPDM MEMBRANE SPLICES AT ANGLE CHANGES.

3. SEAL FASTENERS BY APPLYING WATER CUT–OFF MASTIC UNDER THE COUNTER–FLASHING, OR USING EPDM WASHERS, OR CAULKING THE FASTENERS HEAD.

4. ALL OUTSIDE AN INSIDE CORNER REQUIRE TWO COMPLETE CORNER APPLICATIONS OF PEEL & STICK UNCURED EPDM FLASHING AS PER DETAILS WBRC–15.